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A siding is a structural element used primarily for weatherproofing and decoration. It is clad onto
existing walls of a house to provide further protection against permeation. From traditional wooden
and fiber cement siding, todayâ€™s siding has evolved into other durable materials such as metal and
vinyl.

Vinyl siding is fast becoming popular because of its marked advantages over other types of siding.
An engineered product made mostly of polyvinyl chloride or PVC, vinyl can withstand weathering
and other forms of climatic damage. Vinyl siding can perform as efficiently as aluminum siding and
can last for several decades if properly maintained. Because it is made of plastic material, it does
not rot like wood or corrode like ferrous metals.

In the late 1950s, vinyl siding was used mainly as an alternative to aluminum siding, which to this
day is a bit more expensive than vinyl and also suffers from sensitivity to heat. Development in vinyl
siding manufacturing only began twenty years later, when companies attempted to engineer the
product by adding other materials such as resin. This development further increased vinyl sidingâ€™s
impact resistance, flexibility, and durability.

Vinyl siding comes in a number of types, including seamless, pre-primed, and liquid. Seamless vinyl
can retard fire and repel insects, while pre-primed eliminates the need for coating the vinyl. On the
other hand, liquid vinyl siding is known for its heat-reflecting capacity, which helps save energy and
cut down utility bills.

In places like Alexandria, Virginia, where the humid subtropical climate gives way to warm sunny
summers, vinyl siding Alexandria VA builders install a useful element in residential buildings. The
capstock at the outer covering consists of titanium dioxide that prevents material breakdown from
ultraviolet light thus giving your household added protection.

Providers of vinyl siding in Alexandria will tell you that their product is both economical and easy to
handle. When remodeling a house, it is easier to demolish and dispose vinyl compared to wood and
aluminum thanks to its light weight. It is so easy to install that you can even do it by yourself.

To learn more about vinyl siding in Alexandria and other major cities in the country, including the
detailed differences in types, check out Buzzle.com. This website provides just about all important
information you will find useful in your home renovation project. It even provides in-depth
information about other structural elements, such as doors and replacement windows Alexandria VA
homebuilders recommend.
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For more details, search a vinyl siding Alexandria VA, a vinyl siding in Alexandria, and a
replacement windows Alexandria VA in Google for related information.
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